Rulebook
Well I never! Is it really you, guys? I was just thinking of you when I cast that Teleporting Portal spell on my shop!
These coincidences are starting to be too many, if you ask me... I suppose it may look like I’m searching you out
on purpose, but I can assure you it is not like that at all!
Well, well, since I don’t see him I suppose that the thing that’s wig gling under my feet trying to bite
my shinbone is your barbarian friend. You really like to end up down there Torm, do you? Somebody
help him, we’ve not much time and a lot of business talk to do.
You did a fantastic job in the Clammy Caves! Yes, yes, I know, I promised you there where no giant tentacular
bosses down there, but how could I know the Great Cthulhu was simply sleeping? I haven’t heard of him for
aeons, I thought he was dead! Silly ancient gods. I’m sorry. But let’s not bring up the past, he’s gone. And now
that both fire and water magic are restored through the whole kingdom, I’m sure you feel more powerful than ever!
You have to be, or you wouldn’t be here! Not alive, at least.
You’re always in a hurry, I know. Running from the King’s Guards and whatever. If you really want to escape the king’s
clutches, you have only one road you can take from here: you need to follow the river and cross the Windy Canyon of Twisting
Terror, then climb the Cloudy Cliff of Dread and Despair and finally reach the Floating Island of Horrible Doom. Pay no
attention to the picturesque names, it’s little more than a panoramic walk. I’m not going to lie to you (not that I ever did),
you’re going to face some weird creatures, but with your mighty skills and all the fancy spells I sold you last time you should
have no problems defeating them.
And needless to say, you can also buy something new! Here, take a look at my newest products! Air Magic! Isn’t it...
refreshing? It will blow you away, you have my guarantee! I’ve got only the best of the best, you know...
This expansion for Dungeon Fighter contains a mixture of new game materials. But, above all, it gives players access to the secrets of air magic,
the freshest elemental art. Careless heroes can now twist and storm everything around them to make their situation even more interesting. Soon
the heroes will get the chance to study one more arcane elemental art in the upcoming expansion: earth. Fire has been available for a while now,
and water has been released more recently, so if you don’t have them, what are you waiting for?! Pay your local shopkeeper a visit so you can start
hurling fireballs and water globes at your enemies!
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12 XP tokens
+1

1 Hero sheet

1 Mist token

Angela, the wind sender

+1
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1 Ramp

1 Dungeon sheet
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1 Chain Lightning
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1 Flying stand
(with 12 pieces)
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Besides including new game mechanics, the Stormy Winds
Expansion also includes new cards and sheets.
To integrate the new components into the game, take each
new component and shuffle it into its respective group
(Equipment cards into the Equipment deck, the Hero sheet
with the other Hero sheets, etc.). If players own multiple
expansions, they may include as many of them (or as few) as
they wish.
The cards are marked with an air symbol, so you
can easily sort them out if you wish.
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Setup is the same as the base game with only a few additional
components to set up during step 8 (Prepare Other
Components):

++ Create the XP pool by placing the XP tokens near the
tower.

++ Place the Air Element die near the white Bonus dice.
++ Place the Power deck near the Equipment deck.
++ Assemble the Flying stand as shown to the right. Then
place the Mist token, the Ramp, the Chain Lighting
template, and the Flying stand near the game board.
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New Rules

After the Heroes finish buying equipment at the shop, they
can also buy Power cards.

XP (Experience Points)
This expansion includes cardboard black tokens
with a little blue flame, which represent XP. XP
is a new resource that players can store on the
Chest token, similar to gold.
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The leader draws three Power cards from the deck
(regardless of the number of players) and places them faceup. Now the party may buy Power cards with the XP they
have accumulated on the Chest token. The party can buy as
many of the face-up Power cards as they wish. Each Power
card costs 1 XP.

If a die lands showing the Special icon (whether you hit the
Target or not) and you cannot activate a Special Ability, you
earn 2 XP. If you can activate a Special Ability but choose
not to, you still earn 2 XP.

Be sure to read the Power cards
carefully so that it is clear what
advantage the party receives and
which Hero should carry it. The
party chooses which Power cards to
buy, if any, and which Hero receives
the Power card. If the Heroes
cannot agree, the leader chooses.
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A Hero who receives a Power card
places it face up near his Hero
sheet.

To earn 2 XP, the Hero takes 2 XP tokens from the supply and
places them on the Chest token.
XP tokens belong to the whole party, not to any one particular
Hero.

Power Cards
PURCHASING POWER CARDS
The Power cards of this expansion allow
Heroes to cast magical spells to help them
survive the perils of the dungeon.
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Powerful magic requires experience, which is exactly what
the newly introduced XP are for.

The fact that it‘s three
Power cards is a longstanding tradition,
dating back thousands of
years. All shop owners
may only list three
Power cards for sale at a
time - not two, not four,
certainly not five, and
most importantly never
six. So says the Almanac
of Magic, chapter 3,
paragraph 3... but other
sources state that it is
more of a limited supply/
demand issue.
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ACTIVATING POWER CARDS
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A player may activate a Power card at the
beginning of his turn. To do so, he must pay the
number of XP shown on the card.
To pay, he takes the number of XP tokens
from the Chest token and returns them to
the XP pool.
Remember,
Magic is a risky
the player who
business. With each
owns the power may choose
uttered spell, you lose a
whether or not to activate it.
part of you... sort of like
Chain Lightning

Spend
.
Throw the Chain Lightning
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Players cannot exchange Power cards with each other.

Hugh: Man-Tor

There's not even need to tap a mountain
to cast this sorcery.

If the party chooses not to buy any of the face-up Power
cards, they are placed in a face-up discard pile next to the
Power deck. If the Power deck becomes depleted, shuffle the
discard pile and place it face down to create a new Power
deck.

Templates
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This expansion includes cards
that require the use of templates. If a card instructs a player to use a certain template,
the player takes the indicated template and flips it onto the
Target board.
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With 3 shops in a dungeon and 6 Power cards
in the deck, your basic math skills should
indicate whether you need to reshuffle the
Power deck or not. If you have more than one
expansion, a whole new world of math will
open up to you if you try to answer the same
question again.

The only proper “template” of this expansion
is that big round stormy-cloudy-lightingbolty
cardboard piece you found in the box. It‘s not a
frisbee, but you may use it as such if you will. Just
be warned: electrocution can be quite painful.

Templates follow these rules, unless specified otherwise:
Ritual of Wind

Levitation

Spend
.
For the duration of this
encounter, each hero may use
the Ramp Shot to deal
+2 damage (if he hits).

Spend
.
The Monster gains Flying (put
the Flying stand under the
Target); all Heroes deal +2
damage this fight.

Make those dice FLY!

Up up and away!

player must flip the indicated tem++ Aplate
like a coin (i.e., with the player’s

Flying Kick

thumb), and the template must complete
one full rotation in the air (at least 180°).

Spend
.
Throw the Air Elemental die.

template lands with any portion of it hanging off
++ IfthetheTarget
board and touching the table, the player suf-

Kung Fu fighting and Dungeon fighting
together at last!

fers one damage and must flip the template again.

Example: The heroes are currently shopping at the shop. After
ringing up their equipment purchases, they proceed to survey the
Power cards for sale. Marco, the leader, draws three Power cards from
the deck. The party has accumulated two XP on the Chest token,
and they choose to buy the Flying Kick for 1 XP. Since Marco does
not have any equipment, the heroes choose to give the Power card to
Marco.
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Flipping the template close to the edge of the board
is an act of courage... but no one in this dungeon
really cares a lick about that. However, covering
that tasty 10-damage bullseye can gain you more
than one scorned glance. Risk wisely.

the Maintenance phase, remove all templates
++ During
from the Target board.
a fight, if a die lands on a template, all of the
++ During
template’s abilities take effect. That throw counts as a
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normal hit against the monster, regardless of the Hero

Flying Stand

suffering any damage from the template. If the die lands
showing the Special icon, the Hero may also activate his
Special Ability.

This expansion also includes cards that require the Flying
stand (use with monsters with the “Flying” ability and one
Power card). When this happens, you’ll have to fight a...
flying monster, needless to say.

a die lands partially on a template, the players must see
++ Ifwhat
else the die is touching:

a)

If the die is touching the Target board, the
throw counts as a normal throw. The Hero deals
damage to the monster and completely ignores the
template.

b)

If the die is touching the table, the throw counts
as a miss.

c)

If the die is not touching anything but the
template, it counts as a successful throw on the
template and activates its ability.
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When this happens, place the flying stand under the Target
board: the big, square part under the central part of the
Target, and each one of the “X” shaped parts under one of
the bones at the corners (see the picture below). Make sure
that the holes of the Target are still completely empty.
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CHAIN LIGHTNING TEMPLATE
This template is usually flipped at the
beginning of a fight. If a die lands on the
Chain Lightning template, the player deals 3
damage to the monster, then he retrieves the
die from the template and throws it again. It’s
similar to Murka’s Double Swing Special Ability, so after each
hit, you may add any item/weapon damage modifiers. But
unlike Murka’s ability, you may retrieve the die and throw
it again any time you hit the template. This process can be
repeated multiple times during a player’s turn.

The Target will be literally (well, almost) flying on your
table! This may seem hard, but trust us, it is not too hard,
and it’s a lot of fun!

Example: The die lands on the chain lightning template. The monster
takes 3 damage, then the player takes the die back and throws it
again. The die hits the template again, so the monster takes another 3
damage. The die is retrieved and thrown again, but this time it lands
on section 2 of the target. The monster is still not defeated, but it took
a whopping 8 damage.
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Element Dice

Mist Token

An Element die functions slightly differently than the colored
Hero dice.
A player can throw an Element die only when a monster,
equipment, or Special Ability specifies to throw it.
Element dice follow these rules, unless specified otherwise:
Element dice cannot be placed on the Chest token.
Element dice follow the same rules for throwing dice
(see p. 7 of the base game rules).
If an Element die lands showing an icon, the
corresponding ability takes effect as explained here in
the rules.
Element dice do not replace any other dice. If a player
throws an Element die, it counts as his turn. Any
unused Hero dice and Bonus dice are still available to
use, and play proceeds clockwise as usual.

Some monsters (i.e., those with the “Misty” ability) and some
Equipment and Power cards cause Heroes to flip the Mist
token.
Monsters with the “Misty” ability, when hit, force the players
to flip the Mist token. When the Mist token is flipped, if
it lands with the mist side face up, the monster takes –3
damage. Monsters with this ability are more difficult to take
down, but Heroes may sometimes have the same chance.

++
++
++

Wh en mon sters do this,
you won‘t like it. But
whe n you do it, you may
like it
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In fact, some Equipment or Power cards may allow a Hero to
flip the Mist token when he misses a throw. If the Hero flips
the Mist token and it lands mist side face-up, he takes –3
damage, just like a monster with the Misty ability.

THE AIR ELEMENT DIE
The Air Element die is an eight-sided die with two
different icons. It is not a blue Hero die.
The Special icon on the Air Element die behaves
just like a Special icon on a white Bonus die. The
Hero may activate any one of his Special Abilities
(or earn 2 XP instead).
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If this icon shows up after a throw, you may reroll
the die (just like the Swing Again Special Ability,
see p. 10-11 of the base game rules).
If the die lands with a blank face showing up, treat it like a
blank face from a colored Hero die or a white Bonus die (the
throw is a hit, but no special effect is activated).
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Specific Throw Requirements
Glasses shot:
The owner of glasses with the thickest lenses must
throw the die at the Target without wearing them;
the other players instead must wear them.

Just like in the base game, sometimes the Heroes are required
to throw the dice in a specific way. There are three new shots
related to the element of air:
Volley shot:

well, good for
If no play er is wear ing glasses, has no effect
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The player to the left of the throwing player
throws the die at him. The throwing player
must catch it and then throw it at the Target.
Ramp shot:
The player places the ramp with the lower
side pointing toward him and the taller side
pointing toward the Target. Then he places
the die on the lower part and flicks it with one finger so that
it slides up the ramp and flies out of the higher part to throw
it at the Target.

Special Air Rooms
Air Idol
At the beginning of the fight, the first player
throws the Air Element die. The next player still
has all three colored hero dice to choose from.
Training Room

Credits

After the fight ends in this room, the party
receives as many XP tokens as shown on the
dungeon sheet.

Game Design: Lorenzo Silva
Game Design of the Base Game: Lorenzo Silva, Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino,
and Aureliano Buonfino.
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